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With the gradually evolutionary risk management and prevention of China 
Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) to the domestic banking, the banking 
industry starts to pay much more attention to the importance of risk management. 
However, many banks are not ale to build up a whole risk management mechanism 
due to the imperfections and isolation of the banking data. Therefore, how to manage 
the risk from a macro perspective becomes the preoccupation of the banking industry. 
The development of data mart provides the risk management with the best 
resolution, because it can realize the needs of the sectors of risk management of 
designing data models, storing historical figures and processing operational indicators. 
Compared to the data warehouse, data mart focus mainly on the attributions of 
organizing data to certain targets. It makes the use of data more effective, even if it is 
less flexible than the data warehouse. 
The risking data mart is based on the data warehouse and offers subject-oriented 
data to the risk management system. Given that the whole risking data mart is huge, 
this paper mainly discusses corporate risking data mart. First, it analyses the 
background and implications of this project. Second, it introduces the current 
development of the related techniques in the risking data mart, which aims to confine 
the topic in a research area. Meanwhile, according to the survey of the work in risk 
management, this paper analyses the needs of this mart. Third, through an overall 
design and detailed design, the thesis determines the working environment of the 
needs of the mart, builds up the data model of the corporate risking data mart, designs 
the ETL process of the data updates and works out a plan to check the data quality. 
Finally, it achieves the risking data mart via system configuration and programming. 
The practice show that the build-up of corporate risking data mart is practical to 
the risk management of banks, which may be used as a reference to it. 
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